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We would like to begin by 
acknowledging the indigenous history 
of New Orleans, recognizing that the 
space we occupy today is on traditional 
territory of the Chitimacha peoples.



Equity: We create equal access to education because 
systemic injustices and oppression lead to unequal 
opportunities and barriers to participation.

Inclusion: We foster an inclusive and multicultural space in 
which all cultures, traditions, social identities, and ways of 
knowing are respected and welcomed. 



Discussion

● What do you think about the use 
of home languages in English 
instruction?

● What are your questions or what 
challenges have you experienced?

● What do you hope to learn today?



Rationale

I know it is not the English language that hurts me, but what 
the oppressors do with it, how they shape it to become a 
territory that limits and defines, how they make it a weapon 
that can shame, humiliate, colonize. 

-bell hooks, Teaching to Transgress



Research 

Meaningful learning takes place when the learners comprehend 
the material and can relate it to their present knowledge system

● “Research clearly supports the principled use of the learner’s first language (L1) 
in aid of second and foreign language learning...” (Butzkamm & Caldwell 2009)

● L1 is a “Language Acquisition Support System”

● Understanding of target language is enhanced by comparison
● Improved  academic outcomes.
● Better long term development of English proficiency.
● Cognitive advantages including planning, problem solving, focus, compassion 

and empathy.



Translanguaging

● Research has conclusively established that new language 
practices only emerge in interrelationship with old language 
practices.

● Power dynamics create a linguistic hierarchy with one 
language considered the majority language, and the other 
minoritized.

● Flexible language practices release ways of speaking that 
are often very much controlled and silenced          (Ofelia Garcia)



Decolonizing ESOL

History of oppression in education, specifically connected to 
language use in the U.S.

○ Native American boarding schools (late 18th-20th century)

○ Japanese internment (1942-45)

○ Invasion and colonization of Puerto Rico (1898)

○ English-only policies in Hawaiian schools (1889)

“Education is one of the primary tools used to maintain White 
supremacy and anti-immigrant hate. Teachers...must know this history, 
acknowledge this history, understand why it matters” -Bettina L. Love



Anti-racist reflection, practice and pedagogy

English learning is situated in the context in which it takes place

● English is inseparable from colonialism and racial inequality.
● “English only” values certain knowledge over other. 
● The valuing of knowledge is shaped by processes of 

colonization.
● Teachers must analyze and reflect on racialized practices



Instructional Strategies & Activities

In the classroom setting, I encourage students to use their first 
language and translate it so they do not feel that seeking higher 
education will necessarily estrange them from that language 
and culture they know most intimately.

-bell hooks, Teaching to Transgress



Write it in “your language”

● Imagine you are a beginning level Spanish language 
learner.

● I am going to read a short sentence out loud in 
Spanish. Please think and write it down IN YOUR 
FIRST LANGUAGE. 



Write it in “your language”

● If the people in your group have the same L1 compare 
with them your translation. Do you have the same 
ideas?

● If the people in your group have different L1s discuss 
with them how you wrote your translations.



Write it in “your language”

● Now, look at the sentences you wrote and write them 
back into Spanish. 



Write it in “your language”

Mi mamá habla rápido.

Yo hablo lento. 



Write it in “your language”

● Compare and discuss your reverse translations with 
your group.

● In what ways does this activity help students 
leverage their own language knowledge to 
understand the target language?



“Turn and Talk”

-This type of activity encourages students to share 
their understanding with each other in home 
language groups after an activity or presentation. 

-Students are presented with material in the target 
language and then given time to discuss it with their 
peers to create a deeper and more meaningful 
understanding of that material. 



1.Que quieres aprender?

2. Escribir

3. Leer

4. Escuchar y Hablar

6. Ciudadanía

8. Computadoras

5. GED

7. Competencias Laborales



Google Translate

-Using Google translate can be an effective way for students 
to practice vocabulary meaning and pronunciation. 

Translate from German to English 

Wasser

Halbinsel

Sprachkenntnisse



Additional Strategies and Activities

Students who don’t write in the L1 can 
translate their language phonetically



Strategies and Activities

Traditional stories and 
folktales from adapted by 
students from L1 as a 
means for narrative 
speaking and writing 
development.



Strategies and Activities

Students navigate 
flexible language 
practices, describing 
complex issues in a 
mixed-level setting

   community poster talks on workers’ rights issues



Strategies and Activities

Meaningful feedback and 
assessment from 
translated surveys and 
questionnaires.



Strategies and Activities

Co-creation of class norms around L1 use



OneAmerica, Speak Your Language Campaign

Recommendations for Educators:

● “Actively encourage your students to take pride in and practice their 

primary languages.”

● “Proactively debunk the commonly-held myth that home language 

retention will undo English learning efforts; help parents and students 

understand how home language skills WILL improve English language 

acquisition.”

● “Inform students of the proven value of emerging bilingual skills; help 

them understand the importance of bilingualism to their education as well 

as their career futures .”



Equitable Pathway Planning

Equity in education means that personal or social 
circumstances such as gender, race / ethnicity or family 
background are not obstacles to achieving educational 
potential, and that all individuals reach at least a basic 
minimum level of skills.



Equitable Pathway Planning: Strategies

● Pre-orientation screening in L1
● Talk & Turn in L1 for intake orientation
● Interpreters available at intake orientation
● Translated intake and WABERS forms
● Culturally/linguistically appropriate case management
● Advising in multiple languages
● Focus groups on learners’ needs / interests (facilitated in L1s as 

needed)



Book Recommendations



Online Resources

“Rethinking monolingual instructional strategies in multilingual classrooms”
http://www.aclacaal.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/7-vol-10-no2-art-cummins.pdf 

“Translanguaging Guide” 
https://www.cuny-nysieb.org/translanguaging-resources/translanguaging-guides/ 

“Translanguaging for Social Justice”
https://traue.commons.gc.cuny.edu/volume-iv-issue-1-fall-2015/translanguaging-for-social-justice/

“Reexamining English Only in the ESL Classroom”
https://ncela.ed.gov/files/rcd/BE019020/Reexamining_English_Only.pdf 

“Bilingual Students Need Support in Their Native Language”
https://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2015/05/13/bilingual-students-need-support-in-their-native.html 

“The Home Language: An English Language Learner's Most Valuable Resource”
http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/home-language-english-language-learners-most-valuable-resource

“English Only? Examining the Use of Students’ L1 in the ESL Classroom: A Systematic Literature Review”
https://digitalcommons.hamline.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=5190&context=hse_all 

Fostering and Sustaining Diverse Literacy Practices in the Early Childhood Education Area: Reviewing the Literature in the Three Areas: 
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/2381336917718178 

“I Write to Show How Beautiful my Languages Are: Translingual Writing Instruction in English Dominant Classrooms”
https://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/LA/0935-may2016/LA0935Write.pdf 

One America Speak Your Language Campaign
https://weareoneamerica.org/speak-your-language/ 

http://www.aclacaal.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/7-vol-10-no2-art-cummins.pdf
https://www.cuny-nysieb.org/translanguaging-resources/translanguaging-guides/
https://traue.commons.gc.cuny.edu/volume-iv-issue-1-fall-2015/translanguaging-for-social-justice/
https://ncela.ed.gov/files/rcd/BE019020/Reexamining_English_Only.pdf
https://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2015/05/13/bilingual-students-need-support-in-their-native.html
http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/home-language-english-language-learners-most-valuable-resource
https://digitalcommons.hamline.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=5190&context=hse_all
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/2381336917718178
https://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/LA/0935-may2016/LA0935Write.pdf
https://weareoneamerica.org/speak-your-language/


Email us for the slides!
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